Sports Premium Planning outline 2016-2017
Total number of pupils on roll

540

Total number of pupils eligible for sports premium money

480 (Y1-6)

Cost
Provision
Total
amount of sports
premium received

£10,040Review 20.11.16

Target

(20pph for 15 chn
for 2 clubs per
term)

Provide a wide range of
clubs and activities-half of
the fees provided by Sports
Premium.

To introduce new sports or
activities and encourage more
pupils to take up sport.

£400
£60
£45.40
£1000
£60
£20.50

2 new netball posts
Set of netballs
Quick Sticks balls
2 new football goals
Set of footballs
Medals

To provide existing staff with
resources to help them teach
PE and sport more effectively.

£50

2 Helmets for EYFS balance To provide existing staff with
bikes
resources to help them teach
PE and sport more effectively.
3 New balanceability Bikes
4 permanent football goals
Allow for football tournaments
and nets.
to be held at WPS

£1800

£300
£2000

To involve the least active
children by running or extending
sports clubs.

Survey undertaken by
CHP to see gaps in
PP chn club
attendance. Survey
planned for chn and
parents to assess
interest.
Orders to be placed
following updated
inventory check.

To run sports competitions for
the trust and local area.
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Orders to be placed
ASAP.

CHP obtaining
quotes/further
information.

Impact made this year.
(2016-2017)
-Uptake in sports clubs
dramatically increased.
-Karate/ dance clubs very
successful. High numbers
throughout.
-

-All equipment required for
PE/competitions during
2016/17 was readily
available and of a good
standard. Additional
equipment was ordered
when required.
EYFS balance bikes were
very popular. Utilised daily
in EYFS outside area.
Deferred
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To help WPS run sports
activities with other schools.

£3,500
(TBC)

Long and Triple Jump pit
installed. (TBC)

Allow for athletic events such
CHP obtaining quotes Deferred
as the Olympic and Paralympic
long/triple jump to be
experienced at WPS.

£500

PAL sports Affiliation

To introduce new sports to
encourage more pupils to take
up sport.

Completed-upcoming
tournaments to be
attended ASAP.

To help involve the least active
children.
£172

RealGym training

To develop and add to the PE
that the school already offers.
To improve the effectiveness
of staff teaching PE.

To be booked
following staff
mtg/obs of staff
teaching RealPE

£2000
Inc.
£200
transport to
SB
£36 Gum
shields

Competition budget to
include transport/equipment

To introduce new sports or
activities and encourage more
pupils to take up sport.

Competitions
attended

To allow children to attend
inter-school sporting
competitions.
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-Tournaments/
competitions attendeddodgeball, handball.
-Support for Sports Lead
-School achieved Bronze
School Games Mark. TO
be displayed @ school.
RealGym training attended
by CP and JA.
To be trialled then training
delivered to rest of staff in
new year.
WPS participated in a wide
variety of tournaments/
competitions.
-Dodgeball, Handball,
Football, Cross Country,
Tag Rugby, Swimming.
This allowed some of our
previously inactive pupils to
take part in competitive
sport.
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£1000

Athletes in Schools visit

£10012

Total Spend

To inspire inactive and active
children to join/take part in
sporting events.

3

N/A

-Very successful.
-Athletes gave very strong
presentations that inspired
the children of WPS.
-Athletes delivered a PE
lesson for each class.
-Increased enthusiasm for
sports day.
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Summary of Sports Premium Grant Spending 2016/17

P.E. Coordinator:
Date:

Christopher Pettett
September 2016 – July 2017

The action plan aims to increase participation in PE and sport through a wide range of quality provision that will enable pupils to develop a healthy lifestyle
and participate in a range of competitive sports to fulfil their potential. The spend and up-to-date assessment of impact is detailed above.
Westlands Primary School curriculum rationale:






Encourage all children to become independent learners and thinkers through increased and varied sporting experience.
Provide motivating and intriguing contexts for learning, particularly in KS1 (e.g. a trip to explore an imaginary jungle, with accompanying music,
whilst the children develop their movement skills.)
Contribute to the drive to raise standards across the curriculum.
Enable us to track the progress of children and plan for their future learning.
Meet statutory requirements of the National Curriculum for P.E.

Rationale for PE in our School:
“PE develops the children’s knowledge, skills and understanding, so that they can participate with increasing confidence in a range of competitive and noncompetitive physical activities. PE promotes an understanding in children of their bodies in action. It involves thinking, selecting and applying skills as well as
promoting positive attitudes towards a healthy lifestyle. Thus, we enable our children to make informed choices about the physical activities that are
needed throughout their lives.”
“We aim to provide quality physical activity opportunities both within and outside curriculum time which: consider the needs and interests of all pupils;
promote positive attitudes towards participation in physical activity; enable pupils to develop a full range of basic movement skills; increase pupils’
knowledge and understanding of the importance of physical activity; provide safe and stimulating areas in which children can play and be active.”
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